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EAST END, ASIA’S 50 BEST BARS & THE BEST IN EASTERN TAIPEI
Design HotelsTM International Cocktail Bar
with World Class Delicacies & Drinks
[News Release]
2 Pages
Located on the third floor of HOTEL PROVERBS Taipei in eastern Taipei, EAST END is the
first hotel bar in Taiwan crowned with “Asia’s 50 Best Bars” title, as well as a member of Design
HotelTM international cocktail bars. The space is designed by renowned interior designer Ray Chen
from an aesthetic point of view, combined with the abundant experiences of the bartender team, to
integrate guests' needs into every detail. In 2017, EAST END also made itself known to the world
by standing out from thousands of bars in Asia as it was ranked #39 in “Asia’s 50 Best Bars”, which
was a first for hotel bars in Taiwan. In this cozy, relaxing space, you’ll encounter the latest of everything including people and things, from cocktails, barfood to every bartender, EAST END is always
on the front line of the trend.
A Concoction of Classic & Contemporary European Taste, Created by Master Ray Chen
Inspired by the same-named area known for its bars and plebeian cultures in east London,
EAST END has created a rare bar space with its unique design and being one of the top Design
Hotels™ members in the similar East District of Taipei. Upon stepping into the space, one can
immediately feel the unique ambience of EAST END. The overall design is extended from the
classic romanticism and contemporary realism of HOTEL PROVERBS Taipei, with walls and highrise ceiling covered with centuries-old handmade black iron plates. The delicate embossments are
as if telling the old times of European castles. Warm glows from the copper lamps contrast the
wine collection in the wood cabinets and bring out a unique chicness. Two sets of Versmissen
Furniture & Decoration couches from The Netherlands build a feeling of calm and steady with the
copper floor. And a panoramic view of the most prosperous area of Taipei can be taken in through
the massive floor-to-ceiling windows. EAST END sedulously creates a space in which the time is
forgotten and guests from all over the world can gaze, listen and indulge themselves in, between
psychedelic and sober, the night and day of Taipei.
A Trend-setter Providing Cocktails Focusing on the Layers of Aroma and Taste
EAST END's cocktails focus on building the layers of aroma and taste. One of the signature
cocktail “For Gourd’s Sake” mixes bitter gourd with Scotch whisky in “milk wash” technique to
clarify the turbid liquid while keeping the contrasting bitter but not stringent taste of the gourd.
Adding some herbs to increase its flavor, it tastes refreshing and completely reverses the
stereotype of bitter gourds. The best food pairing recommendation for this cocktail is ”3-ounce New
Yorker Steak with Mashed Potato", which is made from the center of Washington sirloin fried for 3
to 5 minutes to make it tender and chewy at the same time. Another interesting cocktail is called
“Allowance Milk Punch”. As the name implied, it’s inspired by childhood allowance that allowed
us to buy some snacks or drinks such as the commonly seen “papaya milk” from convenient stores
or night markets. Made with papaya milk washed with rum, with honey and tropical spices and

seasoned with a little smoked paprika on the edge of the glass. It’s the masterwork of manager
Kent with brisk taste, delicate texture and awe-inspiring visual and smell experiences from the
spices. And the most unique and extraordinary cocktail “Gimlette”. EAST END took an
unconventional way by mixing gin with not commonly used lime juice and sugar but grapefruit, so
that the natural sourness and sweetness in it are gradually released before filtering out the
particles and leaving clear, colorless liquid with vivid taste. These features make “Gimlette” a
favorite of all trendy people.
Varied Barfood Supervised by TK SEAFOOD & STEAK Chef
Compared with the impressive cocktails, EAST END's Barfood is not inferior with its advantages of having the food resources of TK SEAFOOD & STEAK on the first floor. EAST END’s Barfood is supervised by Chef Jack Tsai, an expert of the high-temperature, direct fire, oven-roasted
steak, and uses ingredients including vegetables, fruits and herbs from the group’s private farms.
All these have provided Barfood with more possibilities and varieties. The manager’s recommendation “Fried Rice Ball with Lobster and Arancini Cheese” is a signature snack from Sicily, Italy.
Made from thick cheese wrapping risotto cooked with lobster shells and vegetable broth, and deep
fried with lobster meat and shredded cheese, this snack is rich and stringy, crispy and soft with
every bite. With some Argentinian parsley sauce, it’s even more refreshing with a slight sour taste.
In response to the upraising vegan trend around the world, EAST END also provides “Japanese
Style Fried Maitake Mushrooms” with roasted chili hazelnut paste. Its chewy taste will make
even non-vegans fall in love!
World-class Standard Meticulosity & A Frequent Winner of International Awards
In 2017, "The World's 50 Best Bars" committee rated EAST END as one of “Asia’s 50 Best
Bars” ranking #39 in Asia. The key to EAST ENDS’s constant winning of international competitions
lies in the requirement for perfection, up to the highest standards and down to every detail. The
strong bartending team is also keen on researching global trends, inviting guest bartenders from
abroad, and on providing all guests with world-class delicacies and drinks. In addition, there’s no
differentiation between bartenders and waiters at EAST END for they are all skilled in bartending
and attentive in serving at the same time, so that every guest visiting EAST END is treated as a
personal friend. Combining the quality environment, genuine and meticulous services, and professional, outstanding food and drinks, EAST END is giving guests an unforgettable clubbing experience.

Underage drinking is prohibited. Drink responsibly. Do not drink & drive.
EAST END
3F, No.56, Sec.1, Da'an Road, Da'an Dist., Taipei 106, Taiwan
Reservations: +886 903 531 851
Capacity: up to 25 persons indoors
Business hour: 14:00 - 01:00 Sun. to Mon. / 14:00 - 02:00 Fri. to Sat.
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